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Below are listed 2013 publications, in English, within the general area of accounting history. The definition of what constitutes an accounting history article is not always a straightforward matter, and the description has been interpreted fairly broadly to include any accounting article with a significant historical input. This listing also draws upon accounting papers revealed in *Historical Abstracts* and *American History and Life* using the search words employed by Walker, S. P. 2005. “Accounting in History.” *Accounting Historians Journal* 33 (2): 233–259. For business history articles, see *Business History*. For a review of financial history publications, see *Financial History Review*.
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Below are listed 2012 publications, in English, within the general area of accounting history. The definition of what constitutes an accounting history article is not always a straightforward matter, and the description has been interpreted fairly broadly to include any accounting article with a significant historical input. This listing also draws upon accounting papers revealed in *Historical Abstracts* and *American History and Life* using the search words employed by Walker, S. P. 2005. “Accounting in History”. *Accounting Historians Journal* 33 (2): 233–259. For business history articles, see *Business History*. For a review of financial history publications, see *Financial History Review*. 
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Below are listed 2011 publications, in English, within the general area of accounting history. The definition of what constitutes an accounting history article is not always a straightforward matter, and the description has been interpreted fairly broadly to include any accounting article with a significant historical input. This listing also draws upon accounting papers revealed in Historical Abstracts using the search words employed by Walker, S.P. (2005) ‘Accounting in History’, Accounting Historians Journal, 33(2): pp. 233–59. For business history articles, see Business History. For a review of financial history publications, see Financial History Review.
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Below are listed 2010 publications, in English, within the general area of accounting history. The definition of what constitutes an accounting history article is not always a straightforward matter, and the description has been interpreted fairly broadly to include any accounting article with a significant historical input. This listing also draws upon accounting papers revealed in Historical Abstracts using the search words employed by Walker, S.P. (2005) ‘Accounting in History’, Accounting Historians Journal 33(2): 233–59. For business history articles, see Business History. For a review of financial history publications, see Financial History Review.
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Below are listed 2008 and 2009 publications, in English, within the general area of accounting history. The definition of what constitutes an accounting history article is not always a straightforward matter, and the description has been interpreted fairly broadly to include any accounting article with a significant historical input. An additional element in compiling this list is the inclusion of accounting papers revealed in *Historical Abstracts* using the search words employed by Walker, S.P. (2005) ‘Accounting in History’, *Accounting Historians Journal* 33, no. 2: 233–59. For business history articles, see *Business History*. For a review of financial history publications, see *Financial History Review*.
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Below are listed 2006 and 2007 publications, in English, within the general area of accounting history. The definition of what constitutes an accounting history article is not always a straightforward matter, and we have interpreted the description fairly broadly to include any accounting article with a significant historical input. Business history articles are not included as they are examined in the annual survey article published by Business History. The most recent is: Rollings, N. 2007 British business history: a review of the periodical literature for 2005. Business History, 49, no. 3: 271–92.
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Below are listed 2005 publications, in English, within the general area of accounting history. The definition of what constitutes an accounting history article is not always a straightforward matter, and we have interpreted the description fairly broadly to include any accounting article with a significant historical input. Business history articles are not included as they are examined in the annual survey article published by Business History.
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Below are listed 2004 publications, in English, within the general area of accounting history. The definition of what constitutes an accounting history article is not always a straightforward matter, and we have interpreted the description fairly broadly to include any accounting article with a significant historical input. Business history articles are not included as they are examined in the annual survey article published by Business History. The most recent is, Higgins, D.M. (2005) British business history, a review of the periodical literature for 2003, Business History, 47(2), pp. 159–173.
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Below are listed 2003 publications, in English, within the general area of accounting history. The definition of what constitutes an accounting history article is not always a straightforward matter, and we have interpreted the description fairly broadly to include any accounting article with a significant historical input. Business history articles are not included as they are examined in the annual survey article published in the second issue of each volume of Business History.
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Below are listed 2002 publications, in English, within the general area of accounting history. The definition of what constitutes an accounting history article is not always a straightforward matter, and we have interpreted the description fairly broadly to include any accounting article with a significant historical input. Business history articles are not included as they are examined in the annual survey article published by Business History. The most recent is: Blackford, M.G. (2003) ‘British Business History: A Review of the Periodical Literature for 2001’, Business History, 45(2): 1–14.
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Below are listed 2001 publications, in English, within the general area of accounting history. The definition of what constitutes an accounting history article is not always a straightforward matter, and we have interpreted the description fairly broadly to include any accounting article with a significant historical input. Business history articles are not included as they are examined in the annual survey article published by Business History. The most recent is: Toms, S. (2002) ‘British business history: a review of the periodical literature for 2000’, Business History, 44(2): 1–18.
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Below are listed 1999 publications, in English, within the general area of accounting history. The definition of what constitutes an accounting history article is not always a straightforward matter, and we have interpreted the description fairly broadly to include any accounting article with a significant historical input. Business history articles are not included as they are examined in the annual survey article published by Business History. The most recent is: Ross, D. (2000) ‘British Business History: A Review of the Periodical Literature for 1998’, Business History, 42(2): 1–16.
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